FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK:
In the last year, as editor of a "little" magazine at a small university, I have
learned that trying to put together a collection of essays, short stories, poetry,
and art work that will represent that university and the people who make up
that university, can be a BIG job. I have enjoyed every minute of it and lam
looking forward to working with next year's staff with excitement and
anticipation.
In attempting to continue THE SEQUOYA REVIEW 's year-old tradition of
giving special thanks to one individual who has contributed significantly to
the overall quality of the magazine, I was stymied. My fellow staff members,
Cindy, Mike (who has been awarded the Outstanding Staff Member Award),
and Tom all deserve praise not only for the work they accomplished but for
putting up with my demands and inconsistencies. Yet, if I know them at all
after seven months together, I believe their reward will, like mine, be found
between the pages of THE SEQUOYA REVIEW.
Also there are the many other people who worked closely with us in preparing
both issues: Dr. Robert Vallier, our Faculty Advisor; Dr. Charles Renneisen,
Dean of Student Affairs, who often acted as mentor and Devil's advocate at
the same time; Rose Selcer, Dean Renneisen's secretary and often my
salvation; and Rose's husband, Bob Selcer, who contributed above and
beyond his short story by giving advice, time, criticism, headaches, and
humor. There were many others, such as Nora McCarthy and her staff at the
ECHO, who gave help and encouragement freely, as did Bruce Storey and his
staff at the University Center. The list is endless, so you can see how difficult
it might be to name any one individual. In the final analysis, the individual
that counts is you, the reader.
On behalf of the staff of THE SEQUOYA REVIEW and our many
contributors I would like to thank you for letting us share a part of us with
you.
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CABALA

My only window faces the sun.
Whistled thru rainbows,
this star's beam attempts
to speak.
It whispers
and bums in a multicolored tongue
My only window faces the sun.
The climate is dry here.
The ever-turning wind —
intangible —
chasing powdered clouds
across a parched orange line.
A recluse would be lost here.
My only wall is the sun,
the sun, mirror of my mind.

Allen Bowen

Drawing — Mike Lane
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THE INVENTION OF ELECTRICITY

— A Success Story
The workbench was splintered, uneven, stained. Cobwebs gathered
behind it along an angled wall. Tools were in disarray.
Arnett Colvin compared the sketches again. They were of no use.
Neither axletree would withstand the strain of deep mud on hills. The mules
would break away; bystanders would mock the inventor.
He had been mocked before, but his soul had grown no calluses; it
remained open to pain. The swan-glider had hung on the cliff edge, then fallen
like a rock. The leaded line had vanished in the sea. The purple eraser had
smeared ink and left its own, added discoloration. The lovely, slender girl he
had harnessed and winged had, you might say, indeed flown — flown away
with a large satchel of his money.
There were the successes too, and consequent motorcades and cheering
crowds in New York and Paris. The traffic light that reported violations to a
central computer, the cash register that infallibly noted counterfeit money,
the microphone which could pick any designated voice from a crowd and
transmit it without distortion or competing voices or sounds. But his
successes boredhim ; his failures were steadily, achingly present to his mind.
The harmonica which corrected any errors of input and gave out only true
tunes — that had delighted him, but he had invented it long ago and the
Russians had stolen the credit.
That there was thievery in the world was a truth his candid nature had
never let him believe; the next confidence man, or woman, would take him
with as much ease as had the predecessors. That he did not mind. Better dupe
than cynic, any day. Many days.
He left the workshop. Old-looking and dusty within, it was covered with
a shining galvanized geodesic dome. The sun brilliantly reflected about him as
he stepped forth into the air. He crossed the sandy strip, mounted his
motorcycle and drove down the beach road.
He was a familiar sight, winding his medium-slow way along the
coastline, never over 60 miles per hour even on the thruway. Gull, tern, and
heron ignored him. The black-jacketed faster-travellers had not harrassed him
for years. State patrolmen had ceased to arrest him for his permanent failure
to wear a helmet. The helmet was a haven for dusty spiders, on a corner of the
workbench. He always intended to wear the helmet; he always forgot.
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He would cruise the entire afternoon, humming in perfect pitch old
Baptist hymns and campfire songs remembered from his childhood. He paid
little attention to the palms, palmetto, sand, bright sun, the roaring or lulling
sea, but the presence of nature calmed his spirit. He had thought of
reinventing Unconscious Mind to explain what happened, but had proven,
both by mathematical logic and exacting experimentation, the nonexistence
of any such animal, or, as he pettishly, pedantically corrected himself, any
such subanima. (Former Freudian psychiatrists wandered back roads with
Tarot cards, flamboyant jackets, and friendly winks, seeking an occasional
dollar, or meal, or — rarer yet — a friendly girl behind a champagne glass.
Theirs is another tale.)
He decided to stop at a restaurant away from the beach, down a sand
road shaded by live oaks. The motorcycle flowed gracefully along, its wheels a
few inches above the treacherous sand. When asked how that levitation
worked, he always coolly replied, "Neither by aerodynamics nor compressed
air." No one was to know nor would he commercialize that convenient
discovery.
He had one of his standard meals, his moon-face bland with apparent
contentment: black bean and barley soup, Radonnet Madine 1954 (he would
blandly send it back if he detected any hint of imperfect storing), a rare filet
mignon, no salad or bread, several cups of black coffee thick with chickory.
Sometimes he responded to the waitress's teasing with giggles, or rapid-fire
witticisms that made her blush even though she didn't understand them. More
often, he smiled occasionally and said, "Yes, thank you," or "If you say so."
She was very fond of him, would make little bets with other waitresses about
what mood he'd be in on a given day.
This day he was very quiet, polite, respectful, extraordinarily so, even
for him. His mind was at work.
The key, the kite, the arc of fire. A world changed, and the smug face
Arnett had always found mildly unpleasant (hate was an emotion foreign to
his soul) stared forth on billboards, advertisements, hundred-dollar bills. The
stuff worked. Generators, transformers, telephones — and buildings ablaze,
directly or indirectly charred corpses — no argument as to the power. Still, no
one had really defined, penetrated, known what this substance or
nonsubstance was, or even — deeply — did. They had harnessed lightning, and
— Lightning! It couldn't be that simple. Not all the intellect, equations,
raw-thumbed engineers, bulldozers, cranes, generals, drunkards in
half-shadowed doorways crisscrossed with neon light. It couldn't be; but it
was.
He took the waitress's hand, liked the presence of her warmth, her full
breasts curving the black dress. "Dance me around again, Millicent," he sang
to an invented tune.

They danced. Customers glared or applauded. "My name isn't Millicent;
it's Becky." She giggled and giggled again. He whistled another invented tune;
he lightly kissed her ear; he spun her neatly away. "Thank you, kind friend."
He bowed and returned to the table, not hearing the only-partially-ironic
applause.
Lightning had been harnessed and expended. But electricity is not
lightning. It is calm. If it can be invented, it would produce none of the
accidents, dangers, deaths caused by lightning (call that Pre-Electricity) or the
worse dangers caused by nuclear power. The calmness was certain; his
mathematical intuition did not fail when it struck so cleanly; but would, when
invented, electricity have power? His intuition did not tell him that; reasoning
and experiments would.
If electricity did have power, then petroleum, nuclear stations,
Pre-Electricity,coal would shortly be obsolete. About that he did not greatly
care. The invention was the thing. Even if powerless, it would be beautiful. He
would go to work. He would invent electricity — behind the unheard hum of a
seedless quark, along the rough rim of a stone bench, near a laurel bush in the
wind. Or somewhere.
They were happy days. It took only a few. Three failed experiments: a
broken test tube gone green, a Bunsen burner vanished into a faint smoky
cloud (something to follow up there some other day), a reel of 500 MCM
copper wire riddled by lightning from a cloudless sky. Then the first signs of
success: the simple reversal of a cotton string, a flow of water along a vertical
surface, sounds which moved clarinet keys from across a room.
Then the equation:
( SS x 4 )1.
J
When S is the wind level, T the temperature of the relevant inner surface,
and J? The J was his secret. He would record it carefully and preserve it in a
little box to be opened automatically by electricity at the moment of his
death.
The equation was not demonstrated, though the probability was better
than .9357 that it was the right equation. His hopes were high. One test would
establish or refute the equation, with entire and life-long-sought-for
mathematical rigor. He would walk in the woods and try.
The woods were calm. He waited patiently for an appropriate breeze.
His patience would last the day, a week, longer if need be. Late on the first
afternoon the breeze was right. He touched a few drops of water ever so gently
to a tulip poplar leaf. The breeze held steady. He wholly held his breath. He
lifted the leaf to eye level. He was prepared.
"Glimmer," he said softly, "glimmer and curl."
The leaf glimmered and curled.
The sun brimmed in his eyes.

— Paul Ramsey
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SPRING

A tree's fate is to stand boldly erect,
Transfusing power into some old druid,
Lean and spare, worshipping;
And they would rule the world, especially in spring.
Then the tree would shine with various green
And dappled brown, would whisper with the wind,
Shoot in mighty column towards the heavens,
Surpassing that tower struck down by God
Because man, they said, impiously dared:
A living cable between heaven and hell,
A living dust reaching for the sun
So that dust motes might dance in shafts of light
Filtered through soft leaves
That resist those dreaded tempests
Of God or man, at one with both,
Sheltering the more fragile forms of life,
Neither feared nor fearing,
More than self-sufficing,
By earth, of earth, for earth.
They most live who live eternal birth.

— Gene L. Evans
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UNTITLED POEM
The day winds down slowly
And becomes the night,
Heavy and dripping with the dark.
There is no moon to guide me
And I stumble over the underbrush,
As it tears at my gown.
The night noises frighten me.
The animals are restless because
I have invaded their wood.
This is their home, not mine,
And I am unwelcome here.
I am afraid to move and more afraid to be still,
So I move forward, toward him.
I should be happy, ecstatic
That he has come.
I should not notice the night,
Or the sounds, or the littered pathway.
I am going to meet him, going to him.
We will be together now, he says.
Forever, he says.
Yet I feel no joy, only apprehension.
I am acutely aware of the darkness.
It envelopes me like a blanket or a cloak,
But it brings me no warmth or security,
Only a dampness that chills me to my bones.
I see him now, beckoning me to our tree in the clearing,
Calling me to come to him,
And I begin to run.
My fear melts as I draw closer.
I look to his eyes, so soft before,
So soft with love,
And I feel my heart stop
As if the terror which clutches my throat
And stops my screams
Clutches it also and squeezes the life from it.
I try to run and find that I cannot move.
I scream and make no sound to disturb the heavy wooded silence.
He comes toward me and I suddenly realize
Just how alone we are here
With only the animals to bear witness.
And then I am running,
Running from him,
Running for my life,
Running a race that I must win
And know that I cannot.
— Vicki Lee-Cummings Hannah
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MY POEM

i've wondered many times
previous
as to what i should
profess
concerning topics of
relative importance
(or)
how to confess ponderings
in reference
to the issues at hand;
in these meditations
is interpreted the symbol
that spells Futility
sometimes silence is my poetry . . .

— Gene Ezell
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BERTHE MORISOT

Renoir is a well-known name; so is Degas, and Manet, and Monet.
Impressionism is a word which not only labels a period of specific expression
within the history of western art, but comes close to describing both the
process and the aesthetic argument supporting the process in which the men
wearing the well-known names engaged. Impressionism is also a well-known
name. Berthe Morisot is not.
If she is remembered at all among that list of illustrious names that
scandalized the official salon of Paris in the 1860's, that "ouvraient en fait la
porte a l'arte moderne," it is as a "kind of dilettante and subordinate figure in
the impressionist group." Far and away she was neither. Equally as skilled and
as dedicated as the men, Berthe Morisot enjoyed the high praise and critical
acceptance of both Edouard Manet and Edgar Degas, of whom it was generally
considered that the absence of a cutting remark was praise in itself. Degas did
openly express his admiration of Berthe's work. Manet was so taken with the
painting she submitted to the '67 Salon (which was accepted and hung) that he
sought her out and invited her to join with him at his weekly family soirees
which were slowly attracting many of those who would come to be known as
the Impressionists.
Like Mary Cassatt, the other woman among this group of radical,
adventurous men, like Degas, like Monet and Pissarro, Morisot could not rest
easy in the repetitive expression of talent untried by a reach, was not
comfortable in proving she could paint well that which was officially
sanctioned as good painting, was not happy with what painting had become in
mid-century France. She looked for something more, and she had begun
looking for something more when as a teenage daughter of a well-off French
official, she and her sister, Edma, began instruction with Guichard, a follower
of Ingres. He was no genius himself, but he was certainly a sound guide.
Later, the Morisots made the acquaintance of Camille Corot, who provided
them with a new teacher, his disciple, Oudinot. From Guichard, with his
emphasis on line and strength of composition, they moved to an intensive
study of form and value, and in the luminosity and balanced ensemble of
Berthe's work is seen the mastering of this acknowledged master's difficult
discipline.
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Early in the 1860's, Edma married and gave up painting, but Berthe
continued working and exhibiting when possible in the Salon. Her devotion
and interest continued to be as great as it was early in her life when Guichard
warned her mother against the "catastrophe" that Berthe might very well
devote herself to art.
Guichard's fears were well-grounded (in polite company of the time, women
were not to be professional artists, for the role was seen as unfit for wives and
mothers), and Berthe's devotion to her work led to her being sought out by
Manet. The specific painting, "View of the Fair from the Trocadero," was
accepted by the Salon jury on '67, and its acceptance enraged the Impressionist
group, not because it was not good by their standards, but precisely because it
was. The painting was strikingly different from the usual salon fare, and of the
artists in this group of rebels, only Degas, Fantin, and Morisot saw their work
accepted. It also led to the beginning of a long and fruitful relationship with
Manet — she married his brother Eugene in 1874 — and her being aligned by
active choice as well as by aesthetic inclination with the Impressionists.
The following year a lively relationship with Degas began, but it was Manet
who remained her mentor and guide. Like Mary Cassatt, Berthe's talent
attracted a man of great ability. For them, however, it was not a teacher/pupil
arrangement in the strict sense of the word. Berthe had by this time a sound
idea of where she wanted to go, and she would not adopt an unqualified
acceptance of Manet's approach to the problems a painter confronts. She
found his colors, for example, harsh and grating, lacking in delicacy, but his
technical mastery was awesome to her. Under his guidance, her own style
came to fruition, and she appeared a highly individualized artist. In her work,
there is a delicate handling of light and air, a directness and breadth of
treatment, and a subtle, careful .use of the effects of color. She brought to the
work of the Impressionists a delightful feminine charm and gaiety.
Though the quality of her work assured her acceptance as a unique talent
among her own circle, she suffered the injustice in the art world in general of
being regarded as a kind of hobbyist. It was not until 1895, shortly before her
death, that Berthe secured some measure of official recognition when Duret
and Mallarme, two staunch friends, succeeded in persuading the authorities to
buy one of her works for the Luxembourg.
Now her right to be exhibited in a famous museum is generally
acknowledged, yet she continues a lesser-known artist when, if quality is to
prevail, she should not. Mary Cassatt suffered somewhat the same indifference
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in the world of art history and commentary, though certainly not to the same
degree. The literature available on Cassatt continues to grow, yet there
remains a deplorable lack of information available on Morisot, and few
reproductions of her work, despite their obvious delicacy and charm which
speak to mastery and excellence.
In 1923, Royal Cortissoz stated what the situation had become for Berthe
Morisot: " . . . but for some reason or another, perhaps because. of her sex,
criticism insisted upon placing her as a kind of dilettante and subordinate
figure in the impressionist group. Her rank as an artist was obscured by her
position as a woman of the world."
The situation has not changed, and it seems long past time that Berthe began
collecting her dues.

Mike Lane

erthe Morisot The Balcony, 1872
tleson Collection, New York

hotograph by alan vandergriff
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R/R

You're a velvet black train gliding through
my life,
Illuminating my starless, moonless night
with your single shaft of light.
Transporting passenger Dream to destination
Fulfillment,
You generate a tender breeze
That beckons me to follow.
All aboard.
Last call.. .
You're a velvet black train gliding through
my life,
And like a restless railyard hobo
Who cannot resist,
I climb on board.

— Becky Harris
THE AHUIZOTL

Beyond the dregs of this glass
Dark flashes on mercury
Thin as memory:
Prehensile fingers attenuate,
Serpent pencil-heads of light
Flick out, luring the living
Back to night, the pristine pool.
Sans eyes,
Sans teeth,
Sans nails —
Ignore the rest.

— Walter Darrell Haden
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AFTERNOON POEM

Kalimba waterfall music flows into the kitchen
Where I sit smelling/drawing the lilac sprig.
A friend came through the front door;
He is talking. I hear laughter,
But maybe if I sit a while longer in the kitchen
The lilac will whisper a poem to me.
No? The flower has told its story and it has nothing to do with words.
And mine has only to do with words.
Now the never-talked-to next-door neighbor whose wife was pregnant
But now is not (and I have yet to hear a crying baby)
Mows his lawn.
I spend an hour reading the things I wrote last summer
And now I hear birds, shrieking cars,
And no lawn mower.
And the kitchen smells of lilac and the plastic green tablecloth.
The bowls on the shelves in the hall are statues facing the bathroom window.
I know how the bathroom looks in the afternoon—
Warmly pink.
There is a decal on the bathroom window
That says "MAY ALL BEINGS BE HAPPY" twice.
It is a hard thing to look at when I am sad;
It makes me cry louder.
But I learned (maybe it was last summer)
About tears
And martyrs
And these things that I write.
The lilac has been here two days now.

— Deborah Nerren
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TOUCH ME LIGHTLY
I know of a creature
That is as delicate as spring
And as fragile as a paper boat
In a tempest cast by Neptune
Himself,
Yet its strength is derived
From its ability to rise above
Obstacles
And to go,
Fly,
Led only by its instinct
And a conviction for
Survival.
It can be scarce,
Evasive,
Temperamental,
But through it all
It can be the warm,
Gentle
Breeze of life,
Filling everything
It touches
With love.
Good morning,
Butterfly.
— David Lane Wright

GEOGRAPHY

Come to the New South, barkers
in snazzy plaid suits;
line up on networks
made of fragile wires that
reach into the ear, a Palladium of sound,
a carnival of spirit, a circus
of sanity.
If communication was love I would
throw away my eyes and body
and lay quietly upon your lips
a thousand more centuries.
Come to the New South,
when Flack-Jack (that cat in Grey)
in arteries of clear water
comes swimming down the
mighty Hudson to the ocean free,
down the Chesapeake coast
to the waters of the Mississippi,
through the blood channels of a courageous
New South.
I laughed aloud (jive turkey!).
That cat in Grey was free.
— Stu Williams
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EVERYMAN'S FATE

Bud,
assume congenital pose,
scented with sweet taint of future promise;
Evolve
into velvet prodigy,
ever filled with hope, looking forward
to that glowing goal
of purpose, of being,
in this maddening state;
Bloom,
show the world your crimson wares,
hoping your worth to be known;
Gaze
toward that silver lining
to be found
with eyes of an idealist
and never see values
(so sternly stifled)
that compose your beauty;
Finally plucked
from the stem of future,
left only with past and yesterdays;
with cognitive frame,
Retrospect,
to recognize the pinnacle passed,
never mounted;
Wilt,
perceive, and cry hardly at all the way to the grave;
Decompose
to velvet nothingness

Gene Ezell
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REFLECTIONS ON THE REFLECTIONS:
SAUL BELLOW, ISRAEL, AND THE PALESTINIANS
Review of Saul Bellow, To Jerusalem and Back (New York: Viking 1976).

In the great tradition of western travelers, Saul Bellow goes to Jerusalem and
returns with some notes which he shares with us. Others, more or less distinguished,
have taken such a pilgrimage and returned to write with varying degrees of ease, wit,
charm, or malice about their observations and experiences. Such writings differ from
those done by empiricists who go to their field of study in order to examine a small,
well-defined set of relations. In this case, the field is much larger and the imagination
therefore roams more freely; the conclusions are inevitably more sweeping and the
impact far more overwhelming.
Bellow goes on a pilgrimage to his Mecca. Unlike those who were mainly
attracted by shrines and Holy Places and accidentally ran into some quaint people,
Bellow goes to the "country of the Jews" to talk to them about their condition and his.
It is also unlike the occasional pilgrimage of an "Arabist" or a "Middle East expert"
who goes there to "see what's happening" and to make sure that the field is still laden
with its usual problems. Without these "problems" there would be no reason to have a
Middle East expert and the whole industry would have to be cut down with the
necessary layoffs and re-channeling of "expertise."
No. Saul Bellow goes there to "understand." His is therefore the pilgrimage of a
mind, a floating kind of trip with Bellow's mind hovering over people, places and
events. There is a kind of detachment from reality and an apparent inclination to fly
around rather than to stay put and perhaps be stuck with something concrete,
something material and tangible. Perhaps this is the source of my uneasiness with his
"reflections." If Bellow had stuck to a concrete thing in Jerusalem, it may have been
the home I was born in or the school I attended or perhaps my grandmother's grave.
Then I could justify my anger more easily and I could consider Bellow either a mere
apologist for the State of Israel or a clever and perceptive propagandist. But Bellow
cannot be pinned down as such, or labeled. And I have no feelings of hate or even
dislike towards him. I can even imagine myself drinking beer with him somewhere in
Chicago or in Jerusalem and enjoying the conversation very thoroughly. Perhaps if we
could, after several drinks, float high enough or sink low enough we might even find a
common denominator. But at the level of his flight, I cannot see any such
commonality or grounds for discussion. It is here that we part company.
Judging from the names of his interlocutors and the works of experts he cites,
one can easily see why Bellow consciously or unconsciously places himself in an
intellectual cage. Within such limited surroundings it is also easy to understand why he
runs in circles and seems bogged down by one paradox after another. "We came here to
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build a just society. And what happened immediately? . . . Where there is no paradox
there is no life." Good liberals often talk in such terms. All of his contacts are with
committed Zionists in and out of government. The only Palestinian he talks to is Abu
Zuluf, a discredited editor best known for his collaboration with the Jordanians and
now with the Israelis, an Uncle Tom or a handy "m oderate" tucked away somewhere,
and brought out when Americans come and wish to see and talk to the "enemy."
To see the other face of his Israel, Bellow might have talked to a number of
individuals. Felicia Langer is one. She could have told him about her contact with the
Israeli criminal justice system, the brutal callousness and merciless interrogations and
torture of suspects. Mrs. Langer wrote an account of what she saw and witnessed called
With My Own Eyes . Or he might have talked to Professor Shahak of Hebrew
University who could have tabulated for him the stories of land confiscation,
expropriation, population transfers and illegal settlement. Or he might have
approached any man or woman on the streets of East Jerusalem, Nablus, Hebron,
Jericho or Nazareth and had an "interesting" conversation about what it feels like
being ruled by an occupation army of a Herrenvolk democracy, and how it feels when
one becomes a "nigger" in his own country.
The "subject" for Bellow is "ultimately survival — the survival of the decent
society created in Israel within a few decades." He suggests that the "Jews because
they are Jews have never been able to take the right to live as a natural right." There is a
very striking metaphysical twist to such a discussion of the so-called "Jewish
Question." Such a flight of fancy, however, does not succeed in elevating the nature of
the discussion. It has to remain on the ground, situated concretely within a social and
political context. A discussion of the "Jewish Question" is intrinsic to the Zionist
solution embodied by the State of Israel, a concrete historical and material
development. And any discussion which tries to escape the concrete historical conflict
between Zionism and Palestinian rights is not only metaphysical but also escapist, no
matter how expedient it is politically.
The case against Zionism is by now well-documented, not in resolutions passed in
the United Nations but in the daily administration of terror, discrimination and abuse
against the Palestinian people. Here is one "ism" that Bellow managed to elevate to
new heights. I wonder what this selectivity and hypocrisy say about his earlier work.
He is most impressed with the vitality of Israeli society and talks about it in
elevated terms: "In less than thirty years the Israelis have produced a modern country
— doorknobs and hinges, plumbing fixtures, electrical supplies, symphony orchestras,
airplanes, teacups . . . " Later he adds rather humbly: "These people are actively,
individually involved in universal history. I don't see how they can bear it." How moral
can a state be when it is established on stolen land and on the skeletons of Palestinian
Arabs? If this is universal history, then I am glad I have nothing to do with it. This
certainly is not my history or the history of my people.
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Many Zionist apologists argue that Israel is a modern state, meaning that it
manufactures its own instruments of death as well as its own doorknobs. By contrast
the Palestinians and the rest of the Arabs are not modern and hence perhaps not
deserving of the land. They claim, and Bellow agrees, that they turned sand dunes into
orange groves, as if this gives them a higher right to the sand dunes than the
Palestinians. And this bit of history is not even true.
Bellow admits that he knows nothing about the Arab world — "The Egypt of my
picture is the Egypt of Edward Lane, the Arabic scholar, and other observers and
travellers." In a perceptive review in the New York Times (Oct. 31, 1976) Edward
Said lays bare the hidden ideological motives of such "Orientalist" literature. For
Bellow, however, as well as for many in this country, Orientalist literature remains the
only window on the Middle East. Therefore, it comes as no surprise if Bellow simply
does not understand even with all of the experts helping him. His Israeli friends, the
Arabists, continue to write lengthy essays on what is called the "Arab" mind. With all
the supposed advancements in the social sciences, Israel's Arabists still write tracts
reminiscent of Gobineau, Gustav Le Bon and others. Anyone writing such nonsense
about the "Israeli" or the "Jewish" mind would have the Anti-Defamation League
quickly after him. But for many of these experts the Arabs have become the subject of
investigation, the butt of racist jokes and the object of hate.
He sees the Palestinians through such spectacles. "The Palestinian question," he
affirms, is "the biggest and most persistent of Israel's headaches." He describes them as
"they," such as, "They entered Tel Aviv itself in March 1975 and seized a hotel at the
seashore. People were murdered .
" His friend Shahar, another novelist, proclaims,
"They don't want our peace proposals. They don't want concessions, they want us
destroyed." Earlier, Bellow said that he knew some of what Shahar was saying was not
true but he said nothing. Why not? Bellow sat in "speechless awe" when Shahar invoked
"the seldom-named dread . . . the nightmare of annihilation." The dread of
annihilation becomes the club used to silence any critic. One wonders who is doing the
annihilating in this case? Is it the Palestinians or the State of Israel with its nuclear
bombs, its F-15 fighters and its napalm?
The more injustice Israel perpetrates against the Palestinians, the m ore it paints
them as genocidal and annihilationist. Nothing the Palestinians can say or do will
convince these people that they are simply human beings fighting for their rights. The
whole thing therefore makes some perverted sense. As Deutcher once said, they kick
the Palestinian to the ground and when he gets up to fight back, they kick him some
more and all because he happened to be in their way. And Bellow says that "rancor
against the Arabs is rare."
Israel Koenig, Northern District Commissioner in charge of "Arab Affairs,"
writes a lengthy memorandum about what to do with the Arabs. Applauded by many
for his courage and criticized by some, Koenig makes outrageous recommendations to
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his superiors. A few examples will suffice: Koenig recommends the appointment of a
"special team of general security service which will investigate personal habits of the
leaders of Rakah and other negative people and will inform their electors of those
findings." He also recommends that personal steps be taken against "any negative
personality on all levels and by all institutions." In another recommendation Koenig
suggests that "central institutions should pay attention to prefer Jewish frameworks or
individuals rather than Arabs."
Bellow is familiar with criticisms leveled at Zionism and he chooses to focus on
those which accept its basic premises. He finds an article by Zvi Lamm in "an obscure
journal ( Dispersion and Unity ) . . . in which Mr. Lamm charges that Israel has lost
touch with reality . . . Jewish leadership and Israel has (sic) become 'autistic'
"
Summarizing Lamm's argument to Israel Galili, Bellow asks "what has happened to the
old ideals of Zionism?" Settlement of the land was considered by the pioneers not only
as a political act but "as the daring creation of a new social, cultural, and national life."
Galili responds that "the attacks of thieves, bandits, and pogromists made self-defense
necessary." The Palestinians who were dispossessed and "niggerized" in their own
country became the "thieves, bandits, and pogromists." A more daring rewriting of
universal history could not be made, and none could be more self-incriminating.
Bellow is not particularly perceptive when it comes to international relations or
politics in general. He dwells on platitudes about "American innocence in the face of
the evil forces of the world." Irving Howe gently accuses him of succumbing "a few
times to moods of apocalypse." Howe reminds him of American innocence in
Vietnam, in Chile, in Iran, and prefers other more appropriate adjectives — "stupid,
criminal, reactionary." In the company of hardened men such as Israel's leaders,
Bellow appears diminutive. In front of Kissinger he is equally awed and as easily
manipulated. With a flair for the dramatic historical sweep, Kissinger concludes, "If
only the Bible had been written in Uganda. Everyone would have been so much better
off." And the whole subject of conversation shifts to where Bellow seems most
comfortable — the metaphysical heights of abstraction and speculation.
Says Bellow, "The root of the problem is simply this — that the Arabs will not
agree to the existence of Israel." It is therefore simply a question of attitudes — the
intransigent Arab attitude which for a variety of reasons refuses to recognize the right
of Israel to exist. One can forgive Bellow this bit of simplistic psychological
reductionism if it were just a passing remark. But this thesis underlies nearly all of his
"understanding" of the problem. Everything else flows from it — all of Israel's Arabists
and their Western supporters delve into Islamic history and culture in order to discover
the reason for this attitude. Elie Kedourie, whom Bellow quotes at length, claims that
"the core of the problem is the right of the Jews, 'hitherto a subject community under
Islam, to exercise political sovereignty in an area regarded as part of the Muslim
domain.'"
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A new historical thesis is thus born; it links the Zionist movement to the alleged
struggles between early Muslims and Jewish tribes. Moses Hess, Herzl and other
European Zionists would not be happy with such a "Levantinization" of the Zionist
movement.
Islam is held responsible for the problem — the "intransigence" of the Arabs and
their "myopic" view of the Jews. Harkabi therefore claims that "Islam recognizes
neither independence nor equality for Jews." The Islam of which Harkabi and others
speak is hardly recognizable to any Muslim or to any scholar of the Islamic religion.
Harkabi's Islam is a cultural construct, which conditions the behavior of all Muslims at
all times; there is no difference between the Islamic world of the 9th century and that
of the 20th century. As a cultural construct it goes beyond ideology — "The Arab
states, whether feudal or leftist, recognize only the religion of Islam. They tolerate
Jews, Maronites, Copts, but only as minorities under Islamic supremacy." Even
statements by leftists, such as "Israel is one of the most dangerous pockets of
imperialistic resistance against the struggles of peoples," are taken as subtle disguises
for what is an intrinsic, historic Islamic antipathy towards others. The ideal solution of
the Middle East crisis therefore lies in the hope that the "indurated prejudices of
centuries" would be softened.
Such venomous, mostly ill-founded, and unscientific ravings against the Islamic
religion serve useful purposes. They shift the blame on the Arab side and they do it in
an interesting way. The Arabs therefore are not to be blamed as individuals because
they are victimized by underlying cultural influences beyond their individual control.
One feels sorry for such people and Harkabi does — "He is anything but unfeeling
towards the Arabs."
Such psychologism also reduces a complex political problem to one of attitudes
and personalities. Accordingly, Israel has only a limited responsibility in the creation
and the persistence of the problem. The entire pattern of discourse therefore subtly
shifts from an examination of how political Zionism has operated in Palestine and of
what Israel has done and continues to do in the occupied territories to an examination
of abstract cultural factors and religious dogmatism.
Bellow falls for this. He wants Sartre to ask of the Arabs: "Israel occupies one
sixth of one per cent of the lands you call Arab. Isn't it possible to adjust the traditions
of Islam — to reinterpret, to Change emphasis, so as to accept this trifling occupancy?"
And then he adds: "But it must be culturally disrespectful to ask people to change
their attitudes."
With such "intellectual" harvest it is no wonder that Bellow is still baffled by the
Middle East. He has yet to "come to clarity ."If he returns to the Middle East and talks
to Palestinians he will be surprised to see that most of his conclusions are wrong and
that his reflections ha\re little to do with the brutal realities in that part of the world.
— Fouad Moughrabi
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UNTITLED SHORT STORY

Elizabeth lay bent across the angles of the elevated hospital bed, feeling
that it was past time, and she grew impatient. The moon was high, probably
full, and shone through the venetian blinds, casting splintered shadows over
the bed. She looked down at the bony feet that stuck up into the sheet at the
end of the bed and wondered if they would still move as she told them, still
carry her about. The big black nurse (Elizabeth could not tell if there was one
who worked all the time, or many identical, interchangeable ones) rustled
into the room on fat bulging legs, and Elizabeth tried to look as dead as
possible before the light filled the room in order to avoid the superficial
monologue that the nurses slipped into while punching thermometers and
hypos into wrinkled old gray dead asses.
When the nurse was gone Elizabeth knew that she had four hours before
the final tour of the night shift. She had had the clock taken away from her
room long ago but was still able to keep accurate time by the injection she
received every six hours. Whatever drug it was lasted about four hours and
fifteen minutes, so that she always found herself lying there, waiting for the
next one. She was off on the midnight injection now and feeling better,
gathered her strength.
Elizabeth grew brave, daring, even reckless. All at once, without plan or
preparation, she lifted the sheet ever so slightly with a withered blue-gray
hand and did a ninety-degree pivot with her buttocks on the edge of the bed.
As she placed her feet on the hard, cold floor, she knew that the feeling was
not entirely new. She had stood up out of bed three times during the past
couple of weeks, and the last time she had actually walked about the room.
She had dragged her limp form back onto the bed, panting, dizzy and amazed.
Before her recent excursions, she had not moved from the bed of her own
volition in years.
She could never ascertain exactly how many years it had been. Even
though-she kept close track of the hours of the day, her conception of the
passage of time went no further; she could never put those six-hour intervals
into a year or even a season. She had tried to, ever since her walk about the
room, but she could not.
Pushing the weight of her emaciated body onto her feet, she reached out
and wrapped the drawstrings of the blinds around her hand. Then, sitting back
down, pulling on the string, she raised the blinds. Suddenly the moon gushed
in through the window and struck her full in the face. She fell back across the
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bed, dazzled. She still grasped the cord that was wrapped around her hand,
and she swung her arm to the right, locking the blinds open. Then Elizabeth
untangled her hand from the cord, her arm flopping onto the bed beside the
rest of her body and she waited and rested.
For the first time that she could recall, Elizabeth lost track of the time.
She was not craving the euphoria of the hypo, so there was still time. Once
again she dragged herself into an almost upright position. With this movement
she felt her tired, useless breasts flop against her stomach. She took a half-step
and leaned on one side of the window frame, looking directly out of the room
for the first time. She stared intently at the moon, which was full and brighter
than the white she remembered, hanging there in a blue-black sky which was
filled as far as she could see with tiny twinkling stars. Elizabeth was appalled.
She swooned back onto the bed and sat there, leaning forward, scanning the
entire windowful of sky.
After examining every square inch of the amazing depth of the window,
Elizabeth rose to her feet once more and looked down to the world below her.
It was autumn. She seemed to be about five or six stories up and she was
looking down at the top of a large tree with leaves that glowed red in the flood
of the moonlight. Many of the other trees were partially or entirely bare. A
wind was scattering the dead brown leaves about the ground, first pushing
them up into piles and then whirling them away out of sight. Some skidded
along the way like tiny brittle sailboats on the hard, smooth concrete of the
street.
Elizabeth was taken by surprise. She did not even hear the big black
nurse barge through the door rolling the delicate medicine tray across the
grayness of the room, but the nurse spoke and brought Elizabeth to reality.
"My God! How did you get out of bed?" The fat, dark woman in her stiff
white uniform stood perfectly still and seemed to grow a shade more gray,
matching the room. Elizabeth did not have to make a decision: her thoughts
and actions were automatic. She saw herself tall and thin and straight and
smiling, running through a forest of red and gold trees, crunching lightly
through the browned leaves that rustled about her ankles, craftily and easily
eluding the army of nurses that she saw running blindly through the woods,
their eyes slapped and torn by limbs. Elizabeth gathered her entire strength
and dove headlong at the pane of glass in front of her, but she was too weak,
and she merely bounced off and landed with her face against the cold, hard
floor.
— D. T.
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FOR WHAT? WHAT FOR?

Do I have time to sit and wait?
For what? What for? Is it too late?
Too late for what? Time must abide,
but can I change, act and hide?
And if I change, I am still I
and can't escape the question: Why?
To act? What glorious deceit
of life's futility, defeat.
Yet if I hide
I only hide
another trial deep inside.
I still have time to sit and wait
before the clock will strike too late.

-- David Zehner
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PUSHING BUTTONS

Why do I always push buttons
on unsuspecting little machines
when I have no right to push them?
Humming water fountains standing in empty hallways;
I walk by, my finger itches,
and "squirt," a little jet shoots into the air.
Sleeping elevators in slumbering buildings;
my eyes see the arrows pointing up and down,
and "pock," the lights come on
to wake the gentle monster. He slowly rises
and opens his mouth to be fed,
but nothing is there. I took the stairs.
Why do I do this?
Do I get a feeling of strength from this
benign power over innocent machines?
Or is it a feeling of putting to use
some of the idle power that man has created?
Richard A. Margrave
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A SONG FOR ROBIN

Tinkling on ivory keys,
I try to write a song.
There are eighty-eight notes
to choose from,
A variety of sharps and flats,
But you're the tune I keep
coming back to,
A solid middle C
C. . .
I've been playing solos for so long
I'd almost forgotten how it feels to
play duets.

— Becky Harris
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OFFSTAGE

Venetian blinds. Darryl hated venetian blinds — had always hated them.
Clattering, creaking, squeaking monstrosities that shaded his vision from
without or within.
On this morning, however, he found himself grateful for them. Tightly
shut, they shielded him from the pre-dawn light that smeared up the
once-indigo sky outside. In their own way, they held back time — held back
the day which lay insistently over the eastern horizon. No sunlight now —
please, not just yet.
The cigarette lighter leaped up in an orgasmic flame, and as he drew
deeply on the searing tobacco a shadow danced fora grey-amber moment on
the wall. He exhaled in a cloud.
The apartment was quiet, save for the sleeping noises from the four
bodies which sprawled across the furniture in eloquent tribute to the quality
of the previous night's festivities. Sleep. Never more than an hour or two for
him. Always waking in that sweaty lethargy. Always the same horror — a
missed cue — a dropped line—an angry audience.
He shifted his weight heavily as he moved across the room toward the
still-lit tuning dial of the now-silent stereo, his belt buckle gently clattering as
it dangled from his waist. The speakers popped with a clocklike finality as he
switched off the power and the green light faded in an electronic whimper.
No shirt. He realized it with a sting of quiet alarm. Mustn't let them see
him without a shirt. The scars were there — not noble battle scars from sports
injuries or surgeon's knives — the scars of flesh stretched beyond its limit by
rapid accumulation of fat. The tonnage of his youth was lost, now, dieted
away in a Narcissistic frenzy, but the scars remained. The shirt.
He squinted into the mirror as he slipped into the cool fabric, one arm,
then the other. For a moment he assessed the exposed chest — a faint
feathering of scalloped hair. Finally. For so long he had coveted the hirsute
chests of his peers. Not a bad chest at all. But the scars still marred his sides
and shoulders. Button the shirt. They mustn't see him without the shirt. Not
even her.
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She murmured a sleepy grumble and stirred on the wilting couch,
snuggling against the blanket with an erotic ease. He liked her— he genuinely
liked her. Not love, mind you.
The light from the unwelcome dawn filtered through the slats of the
blinds, casting a curious pattern across the girl's too-blond hair. Great effect,
he thought. To reproduce that effect on stage. Nice, nice. In a way, it was all
on stage.
Their encounter had smacked of theatrics, he smiled. The casual party
after a splendid performance (who's to say it was splendid? Well, they had
applauded long and loud.); the drinks; the singing along with "If I Were A
Rich Man"; stale Fritos and bush-league sex-play between the host and a
buxom guest; then the domino drift into sleep, leaving Darryl and the girl
alone in a breathing room.
Talk; reminiscences of lost loves; looks; smiles; unnecessary drinks.
A kiss, bitter with whiskey and Dr. Pepper; an urgency in their embrace;
then, silently, almost painfully, they were making love.
The mirror smiled back at him. It had been alright. The earth hadn't
moved, as it had with some before, but the needs had been met on both sides.
When the night came again — another curtain — they would look
knowingly at each other and keep their secret. It would not happen again. The
broken hearts had touched for a moment and sought their solace. The solace
was all. It would not happen again.
Shirt secure, he glanced around the room, etching in his mind the scene.
There had been no other passion fullfilled. Sleep and piety had preserved
virtue. Nor would the others awaken soon — the sabbath — no classes, no
rushed schedules.
Only the performance.
Just like a B-movie. Ships passing in the night — corny. Dustin Hoffman,
maybe. With Katherine Ross.
No, the girl was no Katherine Ross.
The cigarette hissed in the toilet.
It was not real to Darryl. None of it. Not the party, not the
almost-hangover that buzzed in his ear, not the silently-frantic lust of the
encounter. None of it was true to him.
Tonight, though, tonight would be real. The lights would come up and
the sweat would trickle down his back. Every well-trained muscle would

Drawing by Mike Lai
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respond to his bidding. In the fadeouts he would shudder with a real physical
gratification. The costume would cooperate and the greasepaint would only
smear when he wiped away the perspiration. He would be in control. That
would be true. That would be reality.
Her eyes had fluttered open, staring at him in the silhouetted splendor of
the cavernous room. She smiled.
Why not? Was this real, anyway?
In the half-dawn, as the others slept, they fitfully used each other again.
When it was over, he sighed a lover's calculated sigh and puzzled in his mind
over the lighting effect. How to duplicate it onstage. How to make it real.
Venetian blinds.

— Robert W. Selcer
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UNTITLED

Last week in September
begins a new moon
and the cycles they call lunar.
Rites de passage
inserted into a spectrum
of circular life-styles,
of enormous facets,
that inscribe a new moon.
Past lurks under stars
and moods rocking them.
The life's dictation
included in designs
of circular life-styles,
of enormous facets,
that woo astrology.
Rebirth consumes both
the tried and the law.
New foreplaces old;
all set into freshness.
The circle slips.
The line loses grip
and infinitude becomes wisdom.

— Catharan Baker O'Rear
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THE NEED OF BEING VERSED IN COUNTRY THINGS
Robert Frost

The house had gone to bring again
To the midnight sky a sunset glow.
Now the chimney was all of the house that stood,
Like a pistil after the petals go.

The barn opposed across the way,
That would have joined the house in flame
Had it been the will of the wind, was left
To bear forsaken the place's nam e.

No more it opened with all one end
For teams that came by the stony road
To drum on the floor with scurrying hoofs
And brush the mow with the summer load.

The birds that came to it through the air
At the broken windows flew out and in,
Their murmur more like the sigh we sigh
From too much dwelling on what has been.

Yet for them the lilac renewed its leaf,
And the aged elm, though touched with fire;
And the dry pump flung up an awkward arm ;
And the fence post carried a strand of wire.

For them there was really nothing sad.
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept,
One had to be versed in country things
Not to believe the phoebes wept.

From "THE POETRY OF ROBERT FROST", edited by Edward Connery Lathem.
Copyright 1923, Q 1969 by Holt, Rhinehart and Winston. Copyright 1951 by
Robert Frost. Reprinted by permission of Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, publishers.
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CRITIQUE

"The Need of Being Versed in Country Things"

In Robert Frost's poem, "The Need of Being Versed in Country Things," there is
really no story involved. The poem presents a scene, a very simple country scene. The
house has burned down, the barn, which was spared by the flames, has been deserted,
and the wild things of nature are moving in to take over. This poem is typically Frost
in theme in its portrayal of man's relation to nature. However, it is somewhat unique in
that it depicts this relationship almost without mentioning man's presence at all. The
only references to humans lie in lines 15-16, which mention "the sigh we sigh / From
too much dwelling on what has been," and in line 23, which refers to the rather
neutral and am biguous"one."
In fact, man is conspicuous by his absence in this poem. No people are
mentioned in connection with the burning of the house or in the subsequent desertion
of the farm. There is not even a human presence shown in the brief backward glance to
the time when the barn was in use.
But certain human qualities are mentioned in the poem, though they are not
attributed to people. Instead, they belong to the phoebes, the new inhabitants of the
farm after the people have left. The phoebes' "murmur" is "like the sigh we sigh /
From too much dwelling on what has been," so that the phoebes appear almost to
possess the power of human speech. Line 21 says, "For them there was really nothing
sad," indicating that they possess human emotions as well, along with the ability to
comprehend the meaning of the situation and to apply it to themselves. Finally, the
last line, "Not to believe the phoebes wept," assigns to them the ability to react to
events.
Certain other objects in the poem possess human qualities as well, but these are
not objects in nature. Instead, they are the deserted remnants of the farm — the barn,
the pump, the fence post — that managed to escape the fire. With the hum an
inhabitants gone, these man-made objects are left to bear testament to the presence of
man in these natural surroundings. The old pump "flung up an awkward arm,"
perhaps to ward off the flames, or in a gesture of farewell to the people as they left.
The fence post "carried" (again hinting at the presence of arms or hands) the strand of
wire.
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Most human-like of all these objects, however, is the barn. For one thing, it
appears to operate almost autonomously, without human aid. "It opened" its doors,
an active verb as opposed to the passive "its doors were opened," indicating that the
opening was done by the barn itself. Not only does the barn possess the power of
independent motion, but it is also capable of both will and emotion. The barn wished
to join the burning house, but its human traits stop short of locomotion, so that it
cannot carry out its desire. In addition, it is described as "forsaken," a word with
more of an emotional quality than, say, the word "deserted," which would have
worked equally well rhythmically.
But the barn is more nearly human than even these qualities suggest; it almost is
a person. If we examine the second verse closely, we see that the barn "opposed" the
house. "Opposed" in this context seems to mean "to balance," so that the house and
the barn are not separate, but are in fact a pair. When the house burns, in a sense dies,
the barn wants to join its "mate" in death. We are perhaps reminded here of the Hindu
custom of "suttee," in which the wife of a deceased man climbs on the funeral pyre
and is burned along with her husband's body. However, this is denied to the barn,
which is left to bear "forsaken," not the memory, but "the place's name." The image
of the barn as a widow is almost inescapable here, and this emphasizes its already
strong human presence.
The house, on the other hand, has lost its human traits. In a queer turn, the fire,
rather than killing the house, instead turns it into a thing of nature, in a sense
reincarnates it. The house begins to lose some of its innate human quality and become
blended with nature when it burns. According to the first two lines of the poem :
The house had gone to bring again
To the midnight sky a sunset glow.
The word "gone" means "gone up in flam es"; it is also an active verb, which seems to
bestow some sense of willed action upon the house, an idea supported by the phrase
"to bring again," which seems to indicate purpose of action. At this point the house is
still hum an-like. However, the reason for its going is "to bring again / To the midnight
sky a sunset glow. " Already it has taken on a touch of the natural. In the next line the
house has burned to the ground, and out of its ashes, phoenix-like, rises the chimney,
"Like a pistil after the petals go." The transform ation is now complete; the chim ney,
once a part of the "humanized" house, is now fully a part of nature. It is as though the
fire is a sort of doorway between the respective worlds of man and nature, bringing
down man-made things and returning them to their natural state. This is strengthened
by the image of the chimmey after the fire looking like the pistil of a flower, and also
by the image of the elm tree "touched with fire," almost like a caress, as though the
fire wished to maintain its link with the natural world.
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In this world, which is a curious blend of the human and the natural, the only
activity that persists, now that the people are gone, is that of the birds, the phoebes.
We have already attached human qualities to them by mentioning that their murmur
is very like a human sigh. This would also seem to indicate that they share the grief of
the people over the loss of the house. We see them flying in and out of the broken
windows, something like the people who wander among the charred ruins, both birds
and people sighing alike. This idea is supported in a very strange way in the last verse:
For them there was really nothing sad.
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept,
One had to be versed in country things
Not to believe the phoebes wept.
The first line tells us that the birds should be happy. However, the words "But
though" in the second line of the stanza seem to indicate that their feelings are going
to be totally opposite to what the first line would lead us to suspect. This makes us
somewhat suspicious of the first line of the stanza, especially the word "really,"
which feels almost like a pivot on which the birds' feelings will revolve. There follows
the curiously worded clause, "One had to be versed in country things / Not to believe
the phoebes wept." We immediately pick up on the word "not" and think that the
phoebes did, in fact, weep. However, the true meaning is exactly opposite. Of course
the phoebes did not weep. They "rejoiced in the nest they kept," they flew in and out
"at the broken windows" of the ruined barn, they perched upon the lilac, the aged
elm, the pump and the fence post, which, though connected with human things, also
become linked with the trees.
We see the meaning of these last two lines more clearly if we reword them
slightly. "If you understand country things, then you don't believe the phoebes
wept." The key word in the last line is not "not," but "believe." The first two lines of
the stanza have not tried to mislead us, after all. There really is nothing sad for the
phoebes; they truly do rejoice in their nest. We can see these things. But, being
humans, we cannot accept the fact that nature is so oblivious to our grief. We try to
maintain our relationship with nature, not by drawing closer to nature ourselves, but
by foisting off onto nature our own human traits. We want very much to believe that
nature suffers with us. It is not so, but we find it very hard to accept this knowledge.
We deny the evidence of our senses. We see that the phoebes do not weep, but we have
to be versed in country things to really believe it.

— Cindy Wheeler
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FUNERAL OF A CHILD
(Cap Haitian, Haiti 1974)

Haitians, sing to your loved-one lost.
Carry him safely through this mountain's air.
Offer this sacred staff to the Goddess of the Sky;
Forget that she makes her home in the Land of Gold.

Let your dirges softly stir the children.
Other infants now will sense their turn.
Lead the faces past the marketplace;
Ignore the pale, strange woman's stare.

alan vandergriff

— Karla Horner
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FOR EMILY

I am a cat
(blue)
—in my ninth life.
I belong to no one,
not even to myself.
I purr,
I mew,
I stretch and scratch.
I am curious
—and always just a little bit scared.
At first your lap was
comfortable,
and your soothing stroke
soft and gentle.
But your lap grew tired,
and you wanted to change
(position?).
Your petting got more familiar
and possessive
— and yet you wonder
why I broke free
to run —
and sleep in the clothesbasket.
I am a cat.

— Cristofer Francis Blu
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